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Lyapunov functionals are a very common tool in dynamical systems, used in order to
study convergence to equilibrium of many systems. There are many partial differential
equations in mathematical physics which have natural Lyapunov functionals that
represent the entropy, energy, or free energy of a system. These PDE define infinitedimensional dynamical systems and the application of these Lyapunov functionals in
order to deduce any properties of the relaxation to equilibrium of these equations is often
not straightforward.
In kinetic theory the so-called entropy method has been developed, which consists in
studying equa- tions whose solution 𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑡) satisfies
𝑑
𝐻(𝑢(𝑡)) ≤ −𝐷(𝑢(𝑡)),
𝑑𝑡
where 𝐻 and 𝐷 are nonnegative functionals defined in whichever space the dynamical
system 𝑢(𝑡) lives. Since 𝐷 is nonnegative, the functional 𝐻 is a Lyapunov functional for
the system, and we can usually choose it so that it is equal to 0 at equilibrium. The
entropy method essentially consists in looking for inequalities such as
𝜆𝐻(𝑢) ≤ 𝐷(𝑢)
for all suitable functions 𝑢. This is a functional inequality that directly implies
exponential convergence to equilibrium for the associated PDE. These functional
inequalities arise in many contexts: they are fundamental in the theory of Markov
processes and involve spectral gap inequalities and (modified) logarithmic Sobolev
inequalities, for example [1]. In kinetic theory, the application to the Boltzmann
equation is known as Cercignani’s conjecture [4]. In mathematical biology there are
several recent applications using the general relative entropy principle [5].
The course aims to give a brief survey of these developments.
PROGRAMME:
1. Entropy and Lyapunov functionals. Introduction and examples.
2. The linear case
a) Entropy for Markov processes
b) The general relative entropy principle. Applications in mathematical biology
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3. The nonlinear case
a) Chemical reaction networks with detailed balance
b) The Boltzmann equation
c) Gradient ows
PREREQUISITES:
The course is intended for advanced graduate students and researchers. Some
familiarity with partial differential equations is needed, especially with applied models in
physics and mathematical biology.
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*Registration is free, but inscription is required before 7th November: So as to
inscribe go to https://bit.ly/2LdFcRY and fill the registration form. Student grants are
available. Please, let us know if you need support for travel and accommodation
expenses when you fill the form.
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